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Status
 Open

Subject
User task malfunctions

Version
18.x

Category
Bug

Feature
Task

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
hman

Lastmod by
hman

Rating
     (0) 

Description
It started when I activated user tasks. I set up a couple of test tasks to myself (admin), in order to
finish the incomplete translation.

When I wanted to accept one of the tasks I gave myself, I unexpectedly ran into an error that was
erroneus... The error claimed that tasks need to have a title of at least three characters. But it had a
title of four characters. Below the error message was an edit dialog, where the title was completely
blank.

I then entered a new title and saved - and now the entirety of all tasks (they were three) are gone.

And what's worse: I cannot create new tasks anymore! I get the dialog and can enter all the stuff,
but when I save, the UI insists that there are no tasks. I also checked that I include tasks that were
done or deleted (had both), but still "no tasks".

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

https://dev.tiki.org/item7500-User-task-malfunctions
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Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
7500

Created
Monday 17 August, 2020 08:29:29 GMT-0000
by hman

LastModif
Monday 17 August, 2020 08:31:19 GMT-0000

Comments

hman 17 Aug 20 08:38 GMT-0000

Update: Upon a page reload, clicking all checkboxes and "update" all tasks have reappeared. I can also
enter new tasks. But the error remains that I cannot accecpt a task with four character title because
titles must have "at least three". I'll make screenshots.

hman 17 Aug 20 09:15 GMT-0000

Update: The length of the title doesn't change anything. I wanted to see if this is just a "off by one"
error, and created a "very long title. This is really a very long title.". And when I wanted to accept it, I
got the same error message, that a title must have "at least three" characters... So accepting tasks isn't
possible at all.

hman 17 Aug 20 09:19 GMT-0000

It is also impossible to deny a task...

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

 Bildschirmfoto vom
2020-08-17
10-44-38.png

17 Aug 20
08:46
GMT-0000

0 Error message: Title must
have at least three.... Also
note the blank title, and
that it is "readonly",
although I am admin
(which is also creator of
the task)

https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-download_item_attachment.php?attId=583
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 Bildschirmfoto vom
2020-08-17
10-39-32.png

17 Aug 20
08:43
GMT-0000

0 There it is. It clearly has
four characters in the
title...

 Bildschirmfoto vom
2020-08-17
10-38-58.png

17 Aug 20
08:42
GMT-0000

0 User task list. Let's take
the first of the "huhu"
tasks...

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item7500-User-task-malfunctions
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